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The biomass/carbon maps of Uganda, including those of Drigo, Henry and Reusch & Gibbs, strongly
agreed with field data, upscaled to the resolution of the maps, but with a constant pattern. This was
especially the case for larger areas with dominant tree species and density (≥5 trees ha-1). In
contrast, the biomass estimates were less and varied widely over the smaller areas of Uganda.
Moreover, the maps based on ecosystem biomes (e.g. Drigo and Baccini) and on country averages of
national forest inventories tended to provide the lowest biomass estimates. This can be interpreted
as a result of the spatial bias in the biomass data that is highly dependent on the biome-wide
average biomass, particularly in large land areas (e.g. Europe). Considering this, the maps based on
the Reusch & Gibbs CA approach and the Avitabile/Baccini remote sensing products provide biomass
values that are more representative of the different conditions of the land area of Uganda and thus
might be useful for estimating country specific AGB. The biomass reference dataset is based on field
data and LC maps acquired in selected countries, which are unlikely to be representative of the
mosaic of the country. Therefore, rather than using the NBS dataset, other biomass reference
datasets should be used, as was demonstrated in a previous study [ 7 ] in which a series of
regression models were compared to the NBS for tropical biomes. Among the models that were
tested in the study, those using (temperature-based) satellite normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI) values were superior in terms of R×2 and RMSE. Despite the low spatial resolution of the
results, NDVI values are a good indicator of biomass density in woody vegetation types, and
therefore this type of model may represent a valid alternative to the biomass map based on biome
average values as a reference for C assessments. However, for the results of this study to be
generalizable, they require further validation at regional scale where the NBS is applied, preferably
in areas characterised by a diverse type of vegetation and vegetation cover, where the use of biome
average values is not appropriate. Brown 1997 Estimating Biomass.pdf There is also little
consistency among the maps in their estimation of other components of AGB, such as dead trees,
non-woody plants and litter. In forests with low frequency of fires, dead trees and litter contributions
to AGB were low (c. 400 Mg ha-1 for dead trees and c. 400 Mg ha-1 for litter). However, in other
settings, such as in Uganda, with frequent fire regimes, increases in dead trees and litter amounts
could greatly affect the biomass results.
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since the baccini map provides the biomass density for the same area as the drigo, gibbs & brown,
henry and reusch & gibbs maps, it was possible to use the latter maps as a scale model to derive a
biomass density for the avitabile map. the comparison among the three continental maps indicates
that the continental map of gibbs & brown is closer to the avitabile map, while the continental map
of drigo, gibbs & brown is closer to the baccini map. in the case of the continental map of reusch &

gibbs, the similarity between maps tends to decrease moving northward, while the similarity
between continental maps of gibbs & brown tends to increase moving southward. the continental

map of henry is intermediate between those of the two continental maps of gibbs & brown and it is
closer to the continental map of gibbs & brown at low latitudes while it is closer to the continental

map of gibbs & brown at high latitudes. the continental map of drigo, gibbs & brown is closer to the
continental map of gibbs & brown at low latitudes while it is closer to the continental map of drigo,
gibbs & brown at high latitudes. the continental map of henry is closer to the continental map of
gibbs & brown at low latitudes while it is closer to the continental map of drigo, gibbs & brown at

high latitudes. these results are consistent with the fact that the gibbs & brown and drigo, gibbs &
brown continental maps are derived from linear combinations of the nbs data, while the henry

continental map is derived from a combination of the nbs data and a satellite-derived map of the
forest. the continental map of reusch & gibbs is based on the nbs data and on a satellite-derived

map of the forest, while the continental map of gibbs & brown is based on a combination of the nbs
data and a satellite-derived map of the forest. 5ec8ef588b
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